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Children
2013-03-21

divover 850 versatile illustrations from rare sources depict youngsters playing with toys dolls and pets riding bicycles playing
tennis reading sleeping and engaged in other activities div

Men
2012-10-26

412 rare royalty free woodcut engravings of men in every conceivable attitude costume and activity men at work play leisure
eskimos gladiators knights bullfighters workers doctors artists and many more taken from 19th century periodicals

Women
1978

illustrations culled from harper s leslie s the london graphic and the london illustrated news

Hands
1985-01-01

need a hand here are over a thousand over 1 100 images of hands in all shapes sizes and shades writing sewing with pointing
fingers much more all royalty free drawn from rare 19th century european and american books and periodicals this treasury of
hands will be perfect for spot illustrations and many other projects

Arms and Armor
2013-07-02
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over 750 detailed high quality illustrations from rare 19th century sources suits of armor chain mail swords helmets knives
crossbows and other implements along with scenes of battle soldiers horses artillery and more especially suitable for projects
requiring a medieval or old fashioned flavor these illustrations will fill a myriad of needs for battle related graphic art

Food and Drink
1980-01-01

this monumental collection contains over 350 royalty free illustrations of every conceivable activity concerned with the
preparation and consumption of food and drink jim harter well known commercial designer and collagist has selected the most
versatile and eye catching material mainly from rare nineteenth century sources these fine line drawings reproduced sharply and
clearly comprise the most extensive and economical source of design material available from the dining car of the orient express
to the kitchen of an average family breakfasting at home exotic and ordinary dining is shown in countries all over the world there
are rajahs dining in their palaces cavemen squatting and eating with their hands romans feasting wealthy families dining in
elegant restaurants public kitchens servants children eating court scenes christmas dinners dinner parties individuals dining
banquets and cooks preparing meals camping and shopping not only are there activity scenes but also dozens of individual
illustrations depict food servers and cooking utensils a sampling includes exotic cakes and desserts fish melons oranges berries
grapes artichokes rhubarb leeks pumpkins pigs and turkeysglassware tea sets decanters mugs pitchers baskets bowls urns
flatware candlesticks servers ladles and rolling pinsthe wide scope of the book includes large illustrations as well as headings and
vignettes suitable for wine lists menus cartes du jour invitations and many other uses these royalty free illustrations form a
unique sourcebook virtually impossible to duplicate that can complement practically any point of reference on the subject of food
and drink clearly reproduced from rare periodicals on high quality stock these pictures offer a limitless array of ideas for artists
and designers of greeting cards packaging periodicals and cookbooks as well as collagists and decoupeurs dover 1979 original
publication

Women. A Pictorial Archive from Nineteenth-century Sources
1978

a rickshaw transporting two daintily dressed women in the hot sun of the orient a crowded stagecoach crossing the wild west a
giant balloon floating majestically in the air this is just a sampling of over 500 copyright free illustrations in this collection
meticulously reproduced from rare 19th century wood engravings back cover
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Children
1978

more than 410 rare royalty free woodcut engravings of men in every conceivable attitude costume activity men at work play
leisure eskimos gladiators knights bullfighters workers doctors artists many more taken from 19th century periodicals invaluable
sourcebook for artists and illustrators

Transportation, a Pictorial Archive from Nineteenth-century Sources
1984

royalty free treasury of 393 full color 654 black and white illustrations authentic heraldic arms lions eagles dragons shields crests
windows etc also arms of cities and towns arms of edward the black prince milton maximilian i others add aristocratic flair noble
bearing to almost any graphic project publisher s note captions

Men
1987-01-01

among the most popular and often used graphic images are those depicting romantic themes now commercial artists as well as
anyone in need of interesting visual devices can draw on this superb archive of 705 royalty free illustrations of love and romance
selected from authentic 19th century sources hundreds of immediately usable motifs include demure damsels and suave suitors
couples embracing holding hands courting flirting kissing dancing exchanging amorous glances and engaging in a host of other
activities associated with the pursuit and attainment of romantic bliss there is also an entire section devoted to weddings as well
as dozens of images and symbols associated with romance cupids lockets rings valentines and much more finely drawn and
engraved these often humorous sometimes tender but always nostalgic illustrations reproduce extremely well making them ideal
for use in books magazines catalogs advertisements and a host of other graphic projects
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Men
1980-06-01

need a hand here are over a thousand over 1 100 pairs of hands in all shapes sizes and shades writing sewing with pointing
fingers much more all royalty free

Heraldry
2012-10-26

1 489 decorative ornaments for artists and craftspeople headpieces tailpieces dingbats lunettes calligraphic and heraldic devices
and more in renaissance baroque victorian art nouveau and many other styles

Women
1978

over 1 000 royalty free illustrations arranged alphabetically by sport cover a wide range of subjects from auto racing and karate
to skydiving and yachting sharply detailed silhouettes and realistic line drawings suggesting high contrast photos also depict
tennis football golf basketball boxing and much more professionally rendered ideal for sports programs newsletters and many
other projects

Love and Romance
1989

rich selection of royalty free motifs from famous british reference striking varied designs suitable for any number of graphic
projects images include lions tigers wreaths falcons rosettes human figures mythical creatures crowns and much more add
aristocratic flair to book and magazine illustrations advertisements newsletters etc
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Hands
2013-12-31

900 fine examples from ancient egypt to 1800 human figures animals floral motifs architectural flourishes much more in
numerous styles

Pictorial Archive of Printer's Ornaments from the Renaissance to the 20th
Century
1980-01-01

divover 1 500 detailed royalty free cuts from vintage publications depict victorian footwear and millinery beaded handbags from
the early 20th century stylish high heeled evening shoes from the 1920s and much more div

Sports
1989-01-01

wood engraved illustrations of a variety of species of animals both wild and domestic and positioned in an assortment of poses
are presented

Heraldic Crests
2013-02-04

panoramic display of evolving styles ranges from hoop skirted gowns of the mid 1800s to turn of the century fashions that
produced diminished bustles and close fitting skirts a superb resource history in review
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Historic Ornament
2012-09-21

841 copyright free illustrations for artists and designers selected by jim harter

Shoes, Hats and Fashion Accessories
2012-07-24

over 600 silhouettes from the 18th to 20th centuries include profiles of full figures of men and women children alone and in
groups scenes birds and animals trees flowers ships alphabet more

Animals
1979-10-01

this wonderfully diverse collection of finely drawn illustrations depicts men and women working at vocations both the familiar and
the unusual that have occupied the human race for centuries the images have been selected from archives of rare original source
materials many of 19th century vintage but some reach as far back as the late medieval book of trades 1100 copyright free
illustrations

Victorian Fashions
2012-12-06

over 300 authentic rare 19th century engravings selected by noted collagist for artists designers decoupeurs machines people
animals more printed one side of page 25 scene plates for backgrounds
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Music, a Pictorial Archive of Woodcuts & Engravings
1980

2 200 illustrations from 19th century archive include tombs bridges temples mythological and religious figures egyptian painting
greek sculpture much more

Silhouettes
1979

one of the most inspired painters of the nineteenth century julius schnorr von carolsfeld 1794 1872 was also a brilliant engraver
and draftsman this collection among his major accomplishments includes scores of engravings that bring to life familiar scenes
from the old testament from the creation of the world and the fall of adam and eve to the story of noah and his ark and david s
slaying of goliath imbued with a sense of grace and spontaneity schnorr von carolsfeld s monumental compositions pay minute
attention to detail each of the 160 beautifully composed images selected from a rare nineteenth century publication is
accompanied by a caption citing title and biblical book and chapter an important reference for students and scholars of scriptural
studies this handsome archive will also serve as an important sourcebook for designers and commercial artists

Trades and occupations
1990-08-01

divrichly detailed images of authentic shields swords crossbows helmets and ornate suits of body armor for knights and their
steeds descriptive notes 100 black and white illustrations div

Harter's Picture Archive for Collage and Illustration
2012-09-21

over 500images of chairs over a 3 000 year period brief essays detail the highlights of tudor sheraton hepplewhite chippendale
louis xiv and other styles and periods
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Heck's Pictorial Archive of Art and Architecture
2013-12-31

presents a collection of historical engravings depicting costumed skeletons representing the mexican celebration of of dia de los
muertos

Great Scenes from the Old Testament
2013-04-25

this outstanding collection offers a fascinating visually encyclopedic exploration of the body and the healing arts in addition to
hundreds of outstanding anatomical engravings it features images from the general realm of medicine including diseases and
treatments artists designers students medical professionals and historians will find it an indispensable reference

Food and Drink
1974

the joining of words and pictures in advertising art is nowhere more intimate than in mortised cuts this printer s term refers to
designs usually pictorial engraved on wood or stereotyped in metal from wood blocks with one or more hole sawn into the plates
so type could be inserted less strictly it applies to the images printed from such cuts in some 19th century specimen books the
word pierced is used as a synonym for mortised these cuts perhaps more than any other genre of advertising art conveys a
period feeling so distinctive that they are among the most sought after graphic elements from 19th century sources for all their
popularity both then and now these cuts are widely scattered through files of old periodicals and typefounders and engravers
catalogues the present collection represent an extensive search through rare printed materials too numerous to list here the
collection features 551 of the most interesting and versatile images arranged in categories anyone who has tried to find a
vaguely remembered cut in one of the old specimen books in which cuts were usually arranged haphazardly will appreciate this
organization especially considering the sheer number of designs contained in the book it is probably the largest and most varied
compendium exclusively devoted to this genre of wood engraving available today
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Medieval Arms and Armor
2013-01-23

5 500 illustrations from the 19th century include star maps animals plants minerals fossils geological formations human anatomy
and much more

Chairs Through the Ages
1982

Hands
1985

Children
1965-12-01

The Day of the Dead
2010-09-16

Anatomical and Medical Illustrations
2008
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Pictorial Archive of Decorative Frames & Labels
1982

Heck's Pictorial Archive of Nature and Science
2013-02-28

Sports
1989

Historic Ornament
1976-06-01

Chairs Through the Ages
1983-01-01
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